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Abstract

Introduction: The communication of information systems with biomedical devices has become complex not only
due to the existence of several private communication protocols, but also to the immutable way that software is
embedded into these devices. In this sense, this paper proposes a service-oriented architecture to access biomedical
devices as a way to abstract the mechanisms of writing and reading data from these devices, thus contributing to
enable the focus of the development team of biomedical software to be intended for its functional requirements,
i.e. business rules relevant to the problem domain. Methods: The SOA-BD architecture consists of five main
components: A Web Service for transport and conversion of the device data, Communication Protocols to access
the devices, Data Parsers to preprocess data, a Device Repository to store data and transmitted information and
Error handling, for error handling of these information. For the development of SOA-BD, technologies such as the
XML language and the Java programming language were used. Besides, Software Engineering concepts such as
Design Patterns were also used. For the validation of this work, data has been collected from vital sign monitors
in an Intensive Care Unit using HL7 standards. Results: The tests obtained a difference of about only 1 second
in terms of response time with the use of SOA-BD. Conclusion: SOA-BD achieves important results such as the
reduction on the access protocol complexity, the opportunity for treating patients over long distances, allowing easier
development of monitoring applications and interoperability with biomedical devices from diverse manufacturers.
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Introduction
The rapid spread of new hardware devices on the
market has increased the complexity of communication
between them (Deugd et al., 2006). Many hardware
devices provide their functionality through proprietary
protocols, that is, drivers that are dependent on a specific
operating system platform (Valentim et al., 2008). Given
this closed and heterogeneous hardware environment,
an issue needs to be discussed, which is interoperability.
This problem is also present in the biomedical field,
because many of the biomedical devices have embedded
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software that doesn’t change during the lifetime of the
device, and the data streams are proprietary to the device
vendor (Degaspari, 2012).
Furthermore, developing applications to access
biomedical devices remotely is not a trivial task.
Some obstacles appear during the development, such
as Operating System permissions, requirements for
communication between the OS and the application, or
even issues relating to the location and recognition of
libraries to access the devices. These problems can take
away the developer’s main focus, which is to create an
application to access biomedical devices.
The goal of this work is to present an architecture,
called SOA-BD, to abstract the complexity in the
access to biomedical devices so that the devices can
be viewed as a network service, which can be accessed
through standard interfaces provided in SOA (Software
Oriented Architecture), using remote calls (RPC - Remote
Procedure Call), in order to enable a medical systems
development team to focus only on their functional
requirements instead of device specific characteristics.
There are similar works in the literature, as in
Gregorczyk et al. (2012) that uses SOA to integrate
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medical devices and systems in operating rooms, or
Thelen et al. (2015) that uses medical standards to
integrate emergency medical devices. However, this work
is different from the ones mentioned above because it
addresses implementation issues not addressed in these
articles, such as details on the protocol of the exchanged
messages by the architecture or the way in which data is
stored, which may make it easier to use the architecture.
Besides, only Thelen et al. (2015) presents quantitative
validation data.

Methods
Architecture
SOA-BD was designed considering a heterogeneous
hospital environment, both in relation to applications that
perform access to biomedical devices, and the devices
themselves, as illustrated in Figure 1. The purpose was
to specify the architecture of SOA-BD as an element of
access between applications and devices in order to simplify
the communication process among them. Thus, hospital
application developers using programming languages
such as Java, C# .NET, Python or any other language
that supports SOA (Software Oriented Architecture), can
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access the hardware without the need to know specific
technical details of biomedical devices.
The SOA-BD architecture consists of five main
components: Web Service (based on SOA), Communication
Interfaces (called Mult I/O API), Data Parsers (Mult
Parser API), a Device Repository and Error handling.
The objective of the Web Service is to transform the
client’s information (that is coded in XML) into the
default codification of the architecture. This codification
is based on Unicode (UTF-8). The main components of
the Web Service are: The SOAP protocol (Simple Object
Access Protocol) and WSDL interfaces (Web Services
Description Language), both based in SOA, formatted
on XML language, deployed by the Web Services
technology (Shall et al., 2006). The Figure 2 illustrates
a request and response message in the SOAP protocol
on SOA-BD.
The Mult I/O API has the function of converting the
information from the default coding of the architecture to
the communication protocol used by biomedical devices.
The devices normally use one of the following: standard
industrial communication, such as USB and IEEE
802.x, or biomedical standards, such as HL7 (Health...,
2016) and DICOM (Digital..., 2016). To permute the
different communication protocols, two Design Patterns

Figure 1. SOA-BD architecture. The SOA-BD architecture as an element of access between applications with different program languages (like Java,
C# .NET, Python or others program languages that supports SOA – Software Oriented Architecture) and devices (Temperature Sensor, Respirator,
Medical Ultrasound or other device) through different communication protocols in order to make the communication process heterogeneous between
them. The SOA-BD architecture consists of five main components: Web Service – transport and conversion of devices data, Communication Protocols
(Mult I/O API) – access the devices, Data Parsers (Mult Parser API) – To process RAW data, Device Repository – store data and transmitted
information and Error handling – error treatment on transmission of these information.
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Figure 2. Request and response message in the SOAP protocol in SOA-BD. The utilized method on request (SOAP Request Envelope) has the
“readDevice”. The desired device for access has tag “4”. The response message (SOAP Response Envelope) returned the data from a vital sign
monitor on HL7 2.3 standard. Black stripes are not to expose patient information.

were applied, Factory Method and Abstract Factory
(Gamma et al., 1995), which provide a high degree of
decoupling. This way, for a new communication protocol
to be integrated on SOA-BD, it needs to implement
a Programming Interface (Oracle..., 2016). In this
perspective, the architecture was specified to create,
during the process of establishing a communication,
instances of library communications used by biomedical
devices, making use of the mentioned design patterns
at runtime.
The Mult Parser API is an optional component that
allows the use of preprocessed data. This component
provides pluggable implementations of parsers (RAW
data converter in preprocessed data) according to the
communication protocol used by the medical device.
It is used in case the medical system developer that uses
SOA-BD wants to exchange messages with parsed data
instead of RAW Data (shown in Figure 2). For each
protocol used by a medical device there may be a Data
Parser API. The Parsers exchange is performed similarly
to the protocol exchange of the Mult I/O API.
The Device Repository has the function of storing
device information (transmitted data and its metadata).
This metadata matches device identification, communication
ports, communication address and protocol. To manage
the metadata an Administration Application is available
with the following operations: register, list, delete and
update. The Figure 3 illustrates the Device Repository.

The Error handling component is responsible for
informing the client application that errors occurred in
communication with other devices. These errors can happen
due to device mal functioning or transmission errors.
The error detection is performed by the communication
protocols of the devices. The error treatment of the
architecture is accomplished by the methods that capture
exceptions.

Access and device mapping
Medical devices are previously registered and
configured in SOA-BD by the Administration Application.
Access takes place through any client application that
supports the consumption of Web Services, which can
be, for example, in a computer or smartphone. SOA-BD
services are accessed through Universal Description,
Discovery and Integration - UDDI (Advancing..., 2017),
which enables a dynamic scenario. It means that even
in case in which the client device is moved, access to
SOA-BD can still be performed.
In order to make the device unique, the physical
address (MAC Address) has been included as the
device ID. That way, even if the medical device is moved
somewhere else, it remains unique for both SOA-BD and
client applications that consume its services. Medical
device information is provided to client applications
through the “returnDevices” service, and through this
service, the client application can choose one or more
devices to gain access.
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Figure 3. The Device Repository illustrates the data model of Repository of Devices used in SOA-BD (above) to store information regarding the
devices. Tables are DEVICE, PROTOCOL and DEVICE_DATA. The tables DEVICE and PROTOCOL store device’s metadata (identification, port,
address and protocol) and table DEVICE_DATA store transmitted data. The fields of DEVICE_DATA are: DATADEVICE to store the data content
and DATATIME to store the exact time in which data has been inserted. The ID_DEVICE field always refers to the MAC address of the device.

Figure 4. Collected data by the 8 vital sign monitors chosen on the ICU (Intense Care Unit) beds for validation of SOA-BD. Each framework
answers a bed from the ICU. The null or zero values characterize in its great majority the patient hygiene or some other event that forced the
removal of the patient’s sensor. The collected vital signs were the Heart Rate (HR), Pulse Oximetry (SpO2), Non-Invasive Blood Pressure Systolic
and Diastolic (NIBPs and NIBPd).
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Implementation
The architecture of SOA-BD has been implemented
in the Java programming language. The Web Service
component was developed based on the framework
SOAP Axis 2 (Apache..., 2016a), which can implement
the SOAP protocol and execute under the Web Apache
Tomcat Server (Apache..., 2016b). Tomcat has the
function of answering the client application requests.
The whole conception was addressed to ensure a low
coupling between the medical devices and the client
applications. For the client applications to have access
to SOA-BD, a class has been made to implement the
mentioned programming interface and convert it into
WSDL by Axis 2.

Validation
The data used for validation of SOA-BD was
collected from within an Intensive Care Unit (ICU) at
Natal-RN, Brazil. This data is comprised of vital signs
from DIXTAL monitors, model 2020, placed at the beds
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of the ICU. This data was transmitted from monitors,
on HL7 communication standards. 8 beds were used,
which represent nearly 52% of respective ICU beds.
The transmitted and collected parameters were Heart
Rate (HR), Pulse Oximetry (Sp02), Non-Invasive Blood
Pressure Systolic and Diastolic (NIBPs and NIBPd).
The reading delay of these customized parameters were
1 minute in each monitor, in a total period of nearly
24 hours. The Figure 4 illustrates these data.
Two scenarios were used for the accomplishment of
the data receiving. The first, a conventional environment,
by a monitoring central (Compatible with HL7
standards) that reads transmitted data by the monitors.
The monitoring central used was a computer with an
Intel Core i7 processor, 16 GB of RAM, and running
the Microsoft Windows 10-64 bits operating system.
The second scenario drew on the same structure of
scenario 1, with the implementation of SOA-BD. Both
scenarios used the HL7 2.x standards. For data receiving
on scenario 2, eight mobile devices with Android 6.0
were used. The Figure 5 illustrates the scenarios.

Figure 5. Illustration of the scenarios on this work tests. On scenario 1, the vital data from the patient’s beds were received by a monitoring central
compatible with the HL7 standard. On scenario 2, SOA-BD is utilized to receive the data from beds from Intensive Care Unit, with the HL7 standard
built-in. For each, a mobile device was used to access the data transmitted by the bed monitors of the Intensive Care Unit.
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Table 1. Average response times regarding scenario 1 and scenario 2 and their respective standard deviations, in addition to the difference in the
average response time between scenario 2 and scenario 1.

Scenario 1 (Local)

Bed 1
Bed 2
Bed 3
Bed 4
Bed 5
Bed 6
Bed 7
Bed 8

Scenario 2 (SOA-BD)

Scenario 1 x
Scenario 2

Average response
time (seconds)

Standard
deviation

Average response
time (seconds)

Standard
deviation

Average response
time difference
(seconds)

1.54
1.59
1.66
1.67
1.68
1.69
1.68
1.62

0.73
0.76
0.65
0.65
0.69
0.67
0.67
0.70

2.09
2.16
2.27
2.26
2.60
2.40
2.39
2.20

0.70
0.81
0.58
0.55
0.84
0.66
0.69
0.66

0.55
0.57
0.61
0.59
0.92
0.71
0.71
0.58

Results
Table 1 exemplifies the average response time regarding
scenario 1 and scenario 2 and its respective standard
deviations, in addition to the average response time between
scenario 2 in relation to scenario 1. The objective was to
estimate the impact of SOA-BD usage on access to vital
sign monitors. The response time regarding scenario 1
is the time between data request from the monitoring
central to the vital sign monitor, processing and response.
The response time regarding scenario 2 is the request time
by the mobile application of the health professional to the
SOA-BD plus the request time of SOA-BD to the vital
sign monitors, processing and response.

Discussion
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According to the results, the addition of SOA-BD on
access to the vital signs monitor generated a difference
in the range of 0.5 seconds to less than 1 second in terms
of response time. These values should not be significant
in many scenarios, which makes SOA-BD little costly
to use. Besides little costly, the usage of the architecture
resulted in advantages, such as: reduction on access
protocol complexity, allowing easier development of
monitoring applications, interoperability with diverse
manufacturers devices and the possibility of treating
patients over long distances. The main contribution of
this work is to reduce the complexity in the access of
biomedical devices that may contribute to increased
quality in patient monitoring applications and decrease
in maintenance of biomedical data monitoring systems.
For more information about the SOA-BD project, access
its homepage (Universidade..., 2017).
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